RESOLUTION 19-41

A RESOLUTION OF THE ALEUTIANS EAST BOROUGH ASSEMBLY AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO NEGOTIATE AND EXECUTE A CONTRACT WITH MOFFATT & NICHOL TO PROVIDE ENGINEERING AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR THE NELSON LAGOON DOCK REPAIRS PROJECT IN AN AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED $120,311

WHEREAS, the Nelson Lagoon Dock is in need of repairs and is an initiative on the Borough’s Strategic Plan; and

WHEREAS, the Borough has received a scope of services and cost estimate from Moffatt & Nichol (M&N) to provide engineering and project management services for the Nelson Lagoon Dock Repairs Project; and

WHEREAS, M&N’s Scope of Services for the project comprises the design of the repairs and upgrades based on the findings and recommendations from a 2016 condition assessment inspection report prepared by M&N; and

WHEREAS, M&N will complete the following tasks: Project Management, Administration, and Quality Control; Design Phase Services; Environmental Permitting; Bid Phase Services and Construction Phase Services; and

WHEREAS, the cost for the tasks outlined above are in the amount of $120,311; and

WHEREAS, the Borough Assembly has $915,246 dollars available in budget line item E20-862-209-600 for this project.

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, the Aleutians East Borough Assembly authorizes the Mayor to negotiate and execute a Notice to Proceed to Moffatt & Nichol to provide engineering and project management services for the Nelson Lagoon Dock Repairs Project in an amount not to exceed $120,311.00.

PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Aleutians East Borough on this 14th day of February, 2019.

ATTEST:

Tina Anderson, Clerk

Alvin D. Osterback, Mayor